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These are challenging times to be in government. Grappling with an
unprecedented global pandemic with unknowable economic and social
consequences, politicians and policy makers have had to plot a course to
manage the epidemic while preserving the social and economic fabric of
the country. In most countries, the response to the epidemic has also been
characterised by an unusually high level of dependence by those in government
on the best available scientific advice. The countries where the epidemic
has been best controlled are those that responded quickly and decisively
to the public health advice.1 The response to the epidemic has depended
on a high level of public trust in government information and unprecedented
compliance with advice on personal distancing and hand hygiene.
Throughout the epidemic, the public have sought clear and consistent
advice from their governments. For governments, providing such guidance
has not been easy when there are many unknowns and uncertainties.
Many governments stuttered at the start of the pandemic, and were slow to
provide clarity and certainty. When clarity and consistency of message was
missing, people turned to alternative sources of information in the mainstream
and digital media. This resulted in confusion as unreliable and misleading
information circulated, especially through social media.2-4
Slowly the fog is lifting. Our understanding of coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) continues to improve. Although there are still few reliable options
for treatment and no vaccine, in many countries, the public have demonstrated
great social discipline and continued to trust governments and the scientific
advice they receive.1,5 There is a long way to go and there are many threats to
the fragile consensus between governments and their citizens that has been
achieved so far. In many countries, the public have received support to weather
the immediate economic shock of population ‘lockdown’. As governments
attempt to restart the economy these protections will decline and the economic
impact will be patchy. The longer-term social and mental health consequences
of the economic shock, enforced isolation and continuing physical distancing
are not yet clear and may yet be as profound as the impact on physical health –
especially in those countries with lower rates of infection.
Effective public communication remains vital for maintaining physical
distancing rules, and managing the risk of second and third waves of the
epidemic. The generic social marketing campaigns that served well in the
first phase of the epidemic will need to evolve to ensure they maintain impact
and reach – especially in countries with highly diverse populations. This will
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inevitably involve more nuanced and targeted messaging
that uses a wider range of messages and media channels
than has characterised the first phase of the pandemic.6
In this edition of the Journal, we have four papers
reflecting important perspectives to the response to
COVID-19 in Australia and elsewhere. The paper by Leask
and Hooker illustrates perfectly the challenge of
communicating to the public clearly and decisively during
a period of uncertainty, and highlights the consequences
of small delays and inferred contradictions in
communication about risk to children related to school
attendance.7 The paper offers practical guidance on how
this might be done better in the future. The paper by Currie
and colleagues provides an excellent example of how
complex modelling techniques can be applied to improve
understanding of the potential contribution of the Australian
smartphone app to COVID-19 surveillance and contact
tracing.8 The findings indicate that the app can play a
significant role in mitigating the risk of a second wave of
the epidemic, but this is dependent on achieving a high
level of public uptake and use of the app. The third
COVID-19 themed paper, by Smith and Lim, focuses our
attention on the immediate and longer-term impact of
social distancing and isolation on mental health.9 They
emphasise that the current COVID-19 control measures
may exacerbate and/or accelerate poor mental health
outcomes among individuals who were already
experiencing loneliness and social isolation, arguing that
the pandemic has highlighted the need for collaborative,
evidence-based action to address the under-recognised
public health issue of social isolation and loneliness.
In the final themed paper, Ratzan and colleagues highlight
the critical need to improve global health communication,
where health communicators are more proactive in
tackling risk communication challenges.10 The authors
describe how to build preparedness capacity as we move
from the acute phase of the pandemic to the
‘next normal’, with likely prevention achieved through
vaccination and societal COVID-19 resilience.
These papers provide examples of the profound and
continuing impact of the global COVID-19 pandemic on
the physical, social and mental health of our communities.
Maintaining the fragile consensus between governments,
their scientific advisers, and their citizens is critical to the
successful control of the epidemic. This consensus will be
sustained by mutual trust built on effective communication
– between scientists and policy makers, and between
governments and their populations.
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